Year 6
‘Islands’
Project

Whilst away from school, we would like you to independently complete an
extended project at home to support and extend your learning in preparation for
the summer term.
We would like you to create a project based on the theme of ‘Islands’. We would
like you to show curiosity and creativity in your project. You can present it
however you choose. Remember, this is a project to replace the days of school
you are currently missing so we are expecting many hours of work involved.
There are lots of different places you can get your information from, including
atlases, encyclopaedias, books, travel brochures, and the Internet to research
your project.
Please bring your completed project with you on the first day we return to
school.
1. Background information






What is an island?
Locate the world’s 10 largest islands on a world map.
Produce a fact file about these islands.
Complete the following maths task about the area of islands – rounding
large numbers (You could also produce a chart or graph using this data)
Create a chart in which you compare islands around the world: location –
continent, surrounding sea or ocean, size, language spoken, etc.

2. Choose one particular island to research in detail:











Location (continent, longitude and latitude, nearest land mass)
Physical geographical features
Biomes
Landscape
Wildlife
Inhabitants
Tourism
Religions
Languages
Flag/ National Anthem

Islands – some useful websites:
https://www.ducksters.com/geography/islands.php
 https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/?s=islands&post_type=primary-resource
 https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z3fycdm/articles/zk9cxyc
 https://themysteriousworld.com/largest-islands-in-the-world/


3. Be creative! An imagined island:
Imagine you are an explorer and have discovered an uninhabited island:






Use an atlas to decide on its location – which sea or island is it in? Which
hemisphere? Which countries is it near?
Draw a detailed map of your island – use a key for landmarks and
features, add a coordinates grid.
Make a model or contour map of your island
Discover a new species of plant or creature on the island and produce a
detailed fact file about it.
Persuade tourists to visit your island in a poster or brochure

4. Diary/ Postcard Home:
You have spent some time on your island now so it is time to write a diary extract
or a postcard home.
• How do you spend your days/ nights?
• What are your senses telling you? The smells, the sounds etc.
• Have you been exploring?

